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SUMMARY
The m,_equilibrium ehemical reaction of di._'-
see,alien and recot_bbmtion i._' studied theoretically
for air in the viseo_t,_ ,_hock layer at the ,_'tagnation
region +(f axi._'!lmmetrie bodies. The flight regime
con._idered is for ._'t)eeds near satellite steed and for
altitudes between 200,000 and 300,000 feet.
As altitude is inerea,_ed from 200,000 to 300,000
feet, the flow in the shock layer varies from o,_e which
supports a well-defined boundary la!ler to one
characterized by a thick viscou,_ layer. The chemical
reaction+ rate, at the same time, varies from near
equilibrium to eompletel!l froze_,.
The nonequilibrium chemical reaction i._• found to
produce a sigmifieant reduction i_, the heat tral_,ffer
to noneatalytic wall,, at certain altilude,_'.
It is ._howl_ that the controlling chemical reactio_
for heat traw_fer at higher altitude._' i._ the di,_sociat;re
shock-layer reaction, whereas at lower altitude._' "it is
the boumlar!t-la!ler recombination proce._s.
The _:ffeet._'of nose radiu,_ and wall temperature on
the heat tral_,ffer are ,_'tudied.
The./tight coral,lion at which the air at the bou_M-
ary-layer edge reaehe,_ a ,_'tate +( chemical equilibrium
Also, the simultaneous' effect of air rarefaction
aml rrtrOt_eqailibri_gllb chemical reaction on the shock
layer thiekl_es,_ i,,' analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
The flow of <_h(,mieally reneting gnses has been a
subject of consideral)le inlerest in re(_ent years.
The subject beeante partieuhwly in,portent it,
external aerodynamics in (,onne.etion with the
calculation of skin fi'ielion and heat transfer for
hyl)ersonie vehicles. The classical boundary-
layer theory usually can 1)6 used to analyze skin
friction and heat h'nnsfer for flights of bhlnt bodies
at altitudes below ,d)out 200,000 feet (refs. 1, 2,
and 3). For such a flight regime, chemical re-
action processes in the inviseid region and in the
boundary layer cart be studied independently.
Stu(lies of the nonequilibvium dissociation ,nd
recombination have been carried out by various
investigators for the iuviseid region (refs. 4 through
6) and for the boundary layer (vefs. 7 through 9).
Wilt, the current interest it, nmtmed space [light
and entry into the earth's atmosphere, stu<ly of
nonequilibrium aerodymtmies must 1)e extended
beyond 200,000 feet altitude. This is l,rue because
the nlaxinlum convective heating for 111_1.113"blunt-
nosed vehicles returning to the earth front l)nra-
belie or|)its nmy occur ttt +altitudes el)eve 200,000
feel. (ref. 10). In a(hlition to the probhml of con-
veelive heat. transfer, an taMers, an(ling of lhe
ehemi('al rettel ion in the entire sho('l_ layer near the
stagnation region is very iml)ovt a tit itt the analysis
of radiative heat transfer, eomnlttnieation, and
re-entry trails (refs. 11 and 12). The study of the
nonequilit>rium vis('()us ,_hoek layer 1)e_'omes in-
(weasitigly complicated as altitudes are in('reased
above about 200,000 feet I)e('ause the inviscid and
the viscous flow regimes ('an no longer I)e anttlyzed
sep_u'alel3-. The (+'omplieation is due to the inter-
action of vortieity and ehemi('al re,wlion in the
zone belween the sho(q_ layer and the boundary
layer.
The viscous shock layer in the rarefied atmos-
l)here t)etween tile 'dtiludes of 200,000 feet and
300,000 feel. was stu(lied in refe,'enees 1, 2, and 3
with the air assumed to l)e ehen,ieallv inert. The
tmalysis showe(| thal at the stngtmtion region of
Sl)heres, lit(* skin fri<qion and heat transfer are
nlu<'h higher than those ('aleuhtled l)v el,ms|eel
1)out_<lary-htyer theory in lhe range of 10 a < Re <=105.
These Revnohts numl)e]'s roughly eorrest)on<l to
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the flight regime of present interest for blunt bodies
with nose radii between 1 and 5 feet.
In the present paper, the chemical reaction of
nonequilibrium dissociation and recombination in
the viscous shock layer will be studied, and the
effect of the clmmieal reaction oll stagnation point
heat transfer will be investigated fox' noncatalytic
walls. The flight regime of the blunt bodies con-
sidered in the t)resent study is for altitudes between
200,000 feet and 300,000 feet and for flight speeds
near satellite speed.
As will be seen in the text, tile actual numerical
solutions of the governing equations require con-
siderable care because of the complications im-
posed by tile nonequilibrinm effect. In order not
to further complicate the numerical phase of the
analysis, certain simplifying assumptions will t)e
made on the fluid properties.
SYMBOLS
_t speed of sound
B constant defined by equation (AS)
(' atom mass fra('tion
(', mass fi'action of ith species
('_ eonlplenlentary solution of equation (A1)
and sohltion of equation (A4)
(', particular solution of equation (AI) and
solution of equation (A5)
E, energy of the z_th electronic state
/" dinlensionless stvealn function defined by
equations (41) and (42)
g, degeneracy of tit(, J_tll electronic state
h
II
U 2/"2
h static enthalpy of air including chemical
energy (_ht in the shock layer)
h_ static enthall)y of ith species
h_° heat of formation of/tit species
Ah ° heat of dissociation
h, total enthalpy defined 1)y equation (15)
A
h Plank constant
I nmleeular monlent of inertia
j 0 for two-dimensional bodies; 1 for axisym-
nletric bodies
1£ curvature of the body surface
/x'p equilibrinnl constant based on partial
pressures
k Boltzmann constant
k, specific recombination eoeftlcient
L nose radius
l characteristic h,ngth
,1I Maeh number
)1I, molecuhlr weight of ith species
m_ mass of ith t)artMe
N total number of partMes
n 1, 2, 3, . . .
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Q_ total partition function of ith species
Qt._ electronic partition function of it h species
Q_._ rotational partition function of ith species
Q_,, translational l)artition function of ith
species
Qc, vibrational partition function of ith species
q heat-transfer rate to wall per unit area
R universal gas constant
Re free-streanl Reynolds number, o.,u_L
T absohlte temperature
_, z cornponent of velo('ity
ux x comt)onent of velocity gradient
u_ free-strealn velocity
_, y component of velocity
W production rate of atoms by chemical re-
action per unit volume
X, nmle concentration of it h species
x direction l)arallel to wall (see fig. 1)
y direction normal to wall (see fig. 1)
¢/0 streamwise velocity gradient at the
boundary-layer edge
r ('onstant used in the appendix
A shock-layer thickness
density ratio across shock, P--_-
Ps
similarity wlriable defined by equation (40)
0j) characteristic temperature of dissociation
O0 characteristic vibrational temperature
X mean free path
/_ dynamic coefficient of viscosity
g' dilatational coefficient of viscosity
tt" longitudinal eoefficicIlt of viseosily
p density
SUBSCRIPTS
AL' adiabatic equilibrium, the value whieh
would be obtained if the air were allowed
Io reach equilibrium adiat)atieally with
hs
BL I)oundary layer
E local equilibrium
i ith species
,_ ytth state or ,_th iteration
,v immediately l)ehind sho('k
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SL sho('k layer
w wall
1 atoms
2 nloleeules
a thiM body whMt is either atom or ntoleeule
_o free strellIll
SUPERSCmPT
; Iohd differenlialion with respe('I to
SHOCK-LAYER CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
In tile present analysis, the simplified forms of
the Navier-Stokes equation and the ('orresponding
energy and diffusion equations will lie used in con-
junction with tim no-slip wall conditions and tile
conventional shock rehttions. We shall first try
to justify the use of the equations and the wall and
shock conditions for the flight regime of altitudes
1)etween 200,000 feet and 300,000 feet and for
Math ntnnt)ers of near 30. We stroll then develol)
the appropriate conservation equations and llotmd-
arv conditions.
In 1946, Tsien (ref. 13) first proposed n ('htssifi-
cation of fluid mechanics t)nse<l (>n the Knudsen
number. Kmulsen number expresses ill(, degree
of rarefaction of tile fluid and is defined as tile ratit)
of the mean free path to a ehal'aeteristi(' length,
X/1. ()f the various regimes into whi('h Tsien and
others eatagorized gasdymmfi('s in general, only
two arc reasonably well (leline(1. They are lhe
reghne of ordinary eontimmm gasdymtmi<'s where-
in tile density is sufficiently high that inter-
molecuhtr collisions dominate over collisions with
the boundaries, and the regime of free mole<'uh,
flow where tim gas is sufficiently rarefied that
collisions with the boundaries domimtte over col-
isions l)etween the mole('ules. In terms of the
K.nudsen number, the two regions are characterized
by the inequalities X//<<I anti X//>>l,
respectively.
Since 1946, consi(lerat)le theoretical worl,: has
been done on the subject of free molecule flow
(see, e.g., ref. 14). The problem of free molecule
flow was first attacked because the classical kinetic
theory could be applied to this limiting ease more
readily than to the intermediate regimes.
In recent years, the intet'niediate regime Ires
been studied with new interest and, as a conse-
quence, some promising theories trove been formu-
lated and a few interesting solutions have been
obtained. Some of this work appears in references
1, 2, 3, and 15. The recent success in studying the
intermediate range of rarefied gasdynamies was
made possible by the eontinmml approat'h which
utilizes the Xavier-Stokes equation. Prol)stein
and Kemp in reference 1 sutldividcd fhe entire
flow regime, between the l)oun<tary-layer regime
and the free molecule regime, into seven sul)-
regimes: boun<htry-ho,er regime, vorticify inter-
action regilne, viseous-hlyer regime, incipient
merged layer regime, fully merged htyer regime,
first-order collision theory regime, and free mole-
cule flow regime. Prot)stein and l(enq) suggested
that the Navier-Stol,:es equation 1)e used through
the fully mergc(l layer regime for engineering
l)urposes. Moreover througll the viscous-layer
regime, the sic()('],: wave near (tie stagnation region
may 1)e considered as a finite discontinuity and tlle
conventional sho('l¢ relationships may be used to
prcdiet the flow ('omlitions immediately Ilehiml
the shock wave. The justifications for these sug-
gestions are found in references I and 15. We shall
here Ilriefly recapitulate the portions of the argu-
ments which are directly l)ertinenl to the present
work.
We shall first show that the flight regime of
present interest lies in the continuum and the
viscous-layer regimes, llt the I)resent paper, we
are interested in the shocl,: layer at the stagn'ttion
region of axisymmetrie tlodies only. The mean
free path and the ehara('teristic h,ngth of ('oneern
are, then, those in the shock htyer itself. In order
that tlte eontinuunl theory I)e valid in the t)resent
study, we must have (Xsc/,5)_l. The mean free
1)atlt XSL is longest immediately l)ehind the sho('k
wave wlwre tire effect of the cooled wall is not
felt. We slmll, t|wi'efore, justify the continuum
theory on the basis of the mean free path immedi-
ately 1)ehind the sho<'k to 1)e on the safe side.
The (.ontinuunt the(>ry is then wllid when
_<<1 (1)
Wit.h the aid of kinetic theory, we have
psas
With tim aid of equations (2) and (3), the con-
tinuun_ criterion (l) becomes
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ill.+ 1
/_ << (4)
The conventional shock relations call be used, in
general, if the conductive process expressed by
/_,(6u/by), is much smaller than the convective
process given by p,u,v+ at the shock wave. With
tile aid of the assumptions (bu/_>y),_u_/A and
a._/-_ u++, it can be shown that the magnitude
of the conductive process becomes much smaller
than that of the convective process when
_[+o / I--
/-H 4_.._..', (5)
Now consider a body with a nose radius of 1 foot
traveling at the speed of :1I_=30. At the alti-
tudes of 250,000 and 300,000 feet,, th.e free-stream
Reynohls numbers are in the order of 104 and 10 3,
respectively. The ratio :l[_/Re is, therefore, of
the orders of 0.003 and 0.03, respectively. The
density ratio , is tit(, order of 0.1 at these flight
conditions. It is seen, therefore, that the con-
tinuum condition (4) and the viscous layer con-
dition (5) are satisfied at the stagnation point of
axisymmetric bodies for flight altitudes below
al)out 300,000 feet.
Next we shall show that the satisfa('lion of the
contimuun criterion (4) automatically validates
the no-slip wall conditions for a cooled wall. The
velocity jump at the wall ('an be expressed as:
Tim efl'e('t of slip will be negligible in lhe solutions
of the present problem if
u(o)<<u, (7)
At the rarefied condition where slip may begin to
occur, the shear stress #(bu/by) will be of the
same order of magnitude all along the stagnation
stream line from the body to t tte shock. Inequal-
ity (7) becomes, with the aid of the relationships
(2), (3), and (6)
For the present case of T,_<<T,, _/T,/T_>I and,
therefore, condition (8) is autonmtically met when
the contimmm criterion (4) is satisfied. It is seen,
t heref)re, that slip is not an important phenom-
enon in the stagnation region in affecting skin
fl'iction and heat transfer.
Now it is seen that, for the flight regime of
present interest, we may use the Navier-Stokes
equation and the corresponding forms of the
energy and diffusion equations to study the vis-
cous shock layer at the stagnation region of
axisyrunetric bodies. It is also seen that the no-
slip _all ('onditions and the conventionul shock
relati(nships may be aI)plied to the present case.
In t ae remainder of this section we shall develop
a set of shock-layer conservation equations.
Though the <tevelopment given is brief, the casual
reader may skip over to the final form of the
conserwaion equations, (18) through (28). Aside
fronl itw nonequilibrium (,heroical effect, the equa-
tions used in tim subsequent portion are similar to
those ,levelol)ed in r(,feren('e 15.
For a reasonably thin shock layer over two-
dimen donal and axisymm(,tri(' hodi('s, the Xavier-
Stokes, the energy, and the diffusion equations
('an. hi. written in the following simplified form
for a t)oundary-layer-tyl)e ('oordinate system.
(See fi_. 1 for lhe coordinate system.)
Contir uity:
bpu jpu bpr
d_-+-2-+5_ +(t+j)Kp_,=0 (9)
--_D,-
FIGURE 1.---Physical model considered.
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x component of monmntunl
bu _.__K_,t,.___l _p_l b (bu) (10)
y eonlponent of molnentunl
b_+v_j_Ku2+_ bp 1 5u by p by
+1 bp _d ;; bxb_/
Energy
bht bht 1 b ( _ bh, ,, &_)u _+_ b.v p bu _ 5_+" '_5_
(11)
(12)
Diffusion
%vilere
b(_ b(' l b i5("\ W
_+"O,, ; 0,;(1",, (1:3)• . -_.,/)+7
, , uz+r=' (14)h t rift- '2
_z v t -- _12 _ t'2
.-. ,t_,_- 2 - (15)
Lewis number is assumed to be unity in the
energy and diffusion equations. In the deriwt-
tion of the diffusion equation (13), the air is
assumed to be a mole('ule-atom binary mixture
and the effect of thermal (tiffusion is neglected.
Tile justifi('ation for n(,gle('ting the ltwnnal
diffusion effect is as follows. First of all, ttw
ell'oct of thermal difl'usion is negligibh, ('ompared
to that of eon('entration diffusion at temperatures
below about 10,000 ° K (refs. 7 and 15). The
effect of thermal diffusion is, therefore, not
important near the cooled wall. Near the shock
wave, on the other hand, the temperature may
lie considerably higher than 10,000 ° K. The
convective process, however, predominates over
the conductive process near tile shoek wave
since condition (5) is met in tile present flight
regime. Thermal diffusion is, therefore, neglected
in the present study.
Now, for the purpose of simplicity, we shall
make tile assmnption that the shock layer is
very thin, so that
bP=o (16)
5y
The above assumption makes the results of the
subsequent analysis quite restrictive. The as-
sumption, however, should not cause any undue
errors in the present, analysis which is concerned
with extremely large Mach numbers only. The
following order-of-magnitude arguments are now
used to simplify the equations further.
%
L o u_ p='u_L _
p h, 1
p_U_ 2 tl_ 2
(17)
Guided by experience with stagnation-point
boundary layer work, it is assumed that all the
fluid properties and tile dependent wlriables,
except the x component of tile velocity and
pressure, are functions of y only. The velocity
eonq)onent u is expressed as u='u_(y)x, and
also, the variation of pressure in the x direction
is exi)ressed 1)y Newtonian theory. The con-
servation equations (9) through (13) are now
simplilied for a sphere as:
Continuity
_Iomentunl
2p u, --t-d-Pf= 0 (IS)
cty
Energy
Diffusion
dul 2p 1 d [" dul'_
,,,_+_, @ -p-i_-;,/U\._) (1,))
dh 1 el {_ dh
_';h,,=;; ;/_ \ /'r du] (2@
,1(_ t d {u dC_, W
c dY= p 2}} \l'r ;i#]-i- P (21)
The equation of state is
h'_,
p=p(l+¢') _1 (22)
The t)oundary conditions are as follows: At the
wall (y=0),
u_= t,= 0 (2 3)
h=h_ (24)
dC
--=0 (noncatalytie wall) (25)
dy
I In the shock layer, (IZ_A-_2)/2<<h; therefore we let ht=h.
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at lho shock waw, (y=y_),
v_ , _..... (26)
h-)*°" (27)2
(' (, (2s)
As shown by the boundary (.ondition (25), the w'tll
is considered to t)e noncatalytie. Also, the ('henri-
eal reaction is considered to 1)e frozen through the
shocl,: wave and, theref(lre, the boundary condition
(2S) is vnlid.
The eonsel'vntion equations and the 1)oun(lary
comlitions, equations (lS) through (2S), will he-
come complete and ready for solution ,_s soon as
tile exl)ression for the chemieal reaction rate term
ll'/p beeonles known. In the next section, the
gas model and tile chemical reaction kinetics will
Iv,' dismissed. A simplified cxpi'ession for tile
enlhalpy, h,, and the expression for the ('heroical
]'enetitm ]'nto ll_/p will t)e (hwive(l.
GAS MODEL AND CHEMICAL REACTION
In the 1)rest,lit section ill(, gas model and ill(,
('he_ti('nl rea('tion will ],e discussed for Ill(, air in
the sh(wl,: lnyer. As n <'o]lsequem'e, the simpli-
fied expression for the enthall)y amt an exl)ression
for the ('hemi('al reaction rate will t)e derived.
For simplicity, we shall ('onsider that the air in
the shock layer' is a bim_ry mixlm'e of air atonls
and _liJ" nlole,'ules. We stroll nssu]ne that the
l'Olali,mal and the vilwational degrees of freedom
are in equilibrium with the translational degree of
freedom nt ull times. All the ele('troni(" degrees
of freedom, on the other hand, are assumed to be
unex('ite(I, and it is also nssumed that ionization
is m,gligibh,. The nonequilibrimn phenonwna
(.onsidere_l are, therefore, those of disso('iation
and vevoml)inalion onl3".
The rolational degree of freedom probably is in
equilibrium with flu, translational degree of fi'ee-
dora. The vibrational temperature, on the other
hand, may lag behin(l the translational tempera-
tuve because of the rather long vii)rational relaxa-
tion time nenr lhe sho('k wave. The vibrational
relaxation, under su('h circumstances, may be
coupled with the dissociative relaxation, and the
two relaxation phenomena may occur simul-
taneo_My near tile shoek wave. The ad(lition of
the silaultancous relaxation phenomenon increases
the (omplexity of the solution considerably;
therefore, we shall leave this phenomenon to a
later _tudy. The effect: of finite vibrational re-
laxati.m, however, should not alter the l)resenl
results greatly since the thermal effect associated
with the vibrational mode of freedom is Inuc]t less
than *hat asso(.iated with dissociation and re(.om-
binati,m. The electronic states probably will be
ex('ite:l to some degree at tile elevated teml)eralure
near the shoel,: wave. The excitation of the ele('-
tronie stales affe('ts the present l)roblem basi(..dly
through its elfe('t on the partition functions. A
study of the partition tirol'lions of oxygen and
nitrogen atoms 'rod mole(:ules showe(t that the
c(mtribution of the fully excited electronic states
to the partition functions is very small compared
to t]mt of the other degrees of freedom (see ref.
16). Tim assumption of unex(.ited (q(,('trmfi('
slates lint 3" |)e justified here for engineering i)ur-
poses. Fimdly, there ('ouhl be some ionization
of th_ hot nil' mole(:uh,s n(,ar the sho(.k wave.
Nlost of the ionization, however, will i)robnbly
take pla('e following the dissociation. The lelll-
peratl_re will (tel'tease rapi(lly with (lissoeiation
and lids will tend to de(.r(,as(_ the ionization. At
i)rese_ t, nothing ('an 1)e said with any ('(,rtainty
on th( amount of ionization which may be 1)resent
at lh( high temperatures mainly 1)e('ause of tile
laek o' informalion on high temperature ionization
reacti, m kineti('s. Moreover, the 1)resenee of a
large nmount of ionization will invalidate lhe
prese_ t ('onservation equations. In the presem.
study we shall neglect ionization ('ompletely
and, ,t the same time, limit the analysis to the
flight _peeds up to about 30,000 ft/see.
Now with the use of the above mentioned sin>
plifieations, we shall develop the expressions for
the el thalpy an(l the chemical reaction rate.
In _,r(ler to obtain the properties of the air, we
must !irst obtain the total partition functions for
the atoms and the molecules. Making the usual
assumption that no coupling exists between the
(lifter( tit modes of energy, we have,
Q,= Q,. ,Q,._Q,. oQ,., (29)
The general expressions of the partial partition
functions can be obtained from the standard
literature on statistieM mechanics (e.g., refs. 16
and 17). They are:
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Q {2r m _ul"_ 3"- RT"
\h/7
Q1,r=0
47r21k'/'
^2Q_.r= h
Q,.,,=(I
1
Q ""(I ,o- Enrk7'
(:_0)
'Vile enthalt)y of the fluid is obtained by lilt'
e(llllltioll
R 7,2/blaQ_x . o-I
For the present atom-moh'cule I)imu'y mixture
with unexcited ele('tronie states, equation (31)
I)c('omes with the aid of equations (30):
/_ = E 7 :_ ' I ( ' '] fill _' ")] ] )
_+_( -, (]-(7) ' ,, , o(_0t/7" ] - 2
(32)
The t ern_ (1 --C)[(O,,/T)/(e °,':r- 1)1 in C(lUa/ion (32)
represents lhe ('ontrit)ulion of lhe vil)ralional
degree of freedom of lhe mole('ules (o the enlhalpy.
The wdue of l]lc lel'lll Val'ies fr()ln 0 to (1--([) as
the temperature is varied from absolute zero lo
intinity. The (.otm'ibulion of the vibratiomd de-
gree of freedom to (,nthalpy is maximum when
¢'=:(1. The maximum (.onlril)ution, a(,(,or(ling lo
equalion (32), is about 20 pcr('cnt of the tolal
enthalpy, provided no abnormal vibratiomd ex-
('italions exisl. The value of the term, (0,]7')/
(e°,'/T- 1), I)e('omes l)l'acti(utlly unity at a tempera-
ture of about 4000 ° K. IAghthill, in refiq'en(_c 18,
se! (O,,/T)/(e°"/T--l)--1/2 ]_meause lhe lnaxhnunl
[elnpcrat, lll'e COl_si(lerctl was llOt, nlll('|t above
4000 ° K. In the ttight regime of present interest
however, lhe ]naxintunt lemperature is mue]t
higher than 4000 ° K, and most of the chemical
reaelions lake phtce at t cntpcralurcs al)ovc 4000 °
K. We shall, therefore, sol (O,,/T)/(eadT--1)l
in the present analysis. Equation (32) now
I)O('O]llOS
z x9 1 R
h=(_+:;(:) _'-_ (a;, ° (:_:3_
600421--61--2
The molecular weight and the ]mat of dissociation
of air used in the subsequent numeri_'al work -tre
the weighed average wducs of ().o and Ne.
The type of chemical teat'lion <'onsidered in the
])resent paper is:
Xt + X1 + Xs _,_-X_+ X.,_ (3 4)
For the chemical reaction expl'esscd by equation
(34), the appli('alions of the law of mass aelion
and t,he equ'ttion of state yieht the following
equalion for lhc teat.lion rate :
(I!-_E("2 1 t£,, 1--(')] (35)W=--2(2k_) \,lIT] 1- (' 4.
In order for equation (:351) to be quantitatively
useful, the equilibrium constant I(p and the specific
rccomt)ination coefficient kr must be l,:nown.
The equilil)l'iunl ('onstant can be quite accurate-
ly eah'ulalcd t)y the use of the partition fimctions.
At chemical equilibrium, tile concentrations of
the spc('ics are given t)v the following e(tuation
(see refs. 16 and 17):
(mmd)er of atoms)'-' (d,"-
lVUml)et' of molet'ules=)2_ e 0. r (:_6)
The (,(luililwium ('onstant for tilt, r('a('tion shown
t)v e(lua(ion (34) is then derived from (,(lualion
(3(i) as
(,)l'-'
Q_ e 0._ (37)
The specifi(_ exl)anded expressions for the part, ial
l)artition functions, equations (30), are given for
lhe atoms and moleeuh,s of oxygen and nitrogen
in r(,fcrcnee 16. Tim expressions given in reference
16 are for temperatures u t) t,o only 15,000 ° K.
With the present assmnption of unexcited eh,('-
tronic states, however, l|tcse expressions can 1)e
used in the present study even for temperatures
much above 15,000 ° K. The specific properties.
suelt as G, 0D, ete., used in the subsequent numeri-
cal work are tile weighed average values of oxygen
and nitrogen.
The exact wdues of the specific reeoml)inaiion
coeffieicnt k_ are 11o( so readily ol)tainable l)y a
t lworeticM treatment alone. All the reliable ('x-
perimental data a vailabh, so far are limited to
temperatures up to al)out 7000 ° K. Experimental
results of specific recombination ('oeflieients are
reported in references 19 and 20 for oxygen and
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nilrogen for temperatures u I) Io about 7000 ° K.
The results showed that, the recolnbimition coefli-
('ients varied with the thir(I body which acts as a
('alalyst in the eheini('al rea('lion. A study of lhe
('Xl)i'riinenilil restllls ot' the rel'erenees all(| lhose
ot)lilined tlv other investigitiors showed tirol file
specific reconil)inalil)n eoetfieieiil for )tie air in the
._lioek lli3ei' , li liiixl/li'(_ of lilOlliS tilid liioh, t'li|es of
ox)gell ltll(i nitrogen, ('oul(| lie ri,l)resellle({ l'etlSOll-
lll)lv well liv lhe e(iualion
( _,)i.'> i.i1162k,=1.5(i'_ I(F ° 1 " (3N)
, ] l()|e-se(_ "
The Sill-lie re('oinl)inalion ('oetti('ient giveli I) 3 Ihe
aliove equation was also used in the botllldill'.v-
laver work of refereli('e 9.
Tile relixqiOli i'iHe, II?'p, giveli t)v e(ltialion (3D)
now lte('oliies, wiili tile aid (if eqiililiOliS (37) itn(I
(_s),
E (,2IV0 2( 1"5(i>(102(>) \ _['] \l-_]']. _-('
1 Q,' " (1_(,)- ]0"') i (:')
whel'(' 7' iiil(I 7J life ill degrees b[(,hin aild iil]llos-
pher(,s, respe('livelv.
SOLUTION OF CONSERVATION EQUATIONS AND
HEAT TRANSFER
1)oui (hu') ('end)lions must tie apl)lie(I is not known
a priori. In order to lilake the eqtilitiolis ('OliVel'l_e
satis:actorily, li rlltlier ('.ompollnded iteration pro-
('ethil'e is use(|. Ttw. lransfornied eonserviHioil
equations tin(| the eXi)l'essiOil for the heat tl'tillsfel"
will be developed in lile l)reselit section. The
nletho(t of iteration Itii(l lhe nunleri(.lil sohlliOll
will I)e discussed iIi the appen(lix.
W,_ first defhi(, a sinlilarily vlu'ial)h, for lhe vase
Of li _[)]lei'e il.q
(!,:IL) [".<l,/ (4o)
If P .,ill.,• dll '
We )lien express the streainwise velo('ity gradient
ui lu3d the hernial velo('iiy ('onlpolielil 'r )IS follows:
=('_) ",
,,=_2 L / (") (41)
(42)
At IILo stagn,ltion point ot" lhe axisyninieiri(_ body,
the ('ontinuity equation (18) is ltAltoliiiliieiillv
satisfied by tile piu'ti('uhu" (h, finition off(_). "|'lit,
lliOil)eli{lilii, ellergv, iiild diffusion eqiiltliolis, equii-
lions (19), (20), lill(i (21), life lrlillsfOl'llle(t )IS
rollors with lhe liSSlliiililif)ll of li ('onsllllit Prlindtl
1111111)er:
_loll ell| I1111
l, Ve shall in the presenl section, solve the gov-
erllilig eqtialions, (IN) ihrougii (21), wit]l tiieir
hotln(|lir 3" ('on(liiions for the velo('ity, enthalpy,
leli/peraltli'e, alom (*Oli('eiilrlllion distril)ulions,
iilld sho('k-hD'er (hit'|chess. <Its ll ('OllS(,qllellt'e of
the soluiioli, we slill|l t|len obtain liie ]ielil trltnsfer
1o the staglllitiOli l)oinl of spheres.
'|'tit, prin(qph,s involved in solving the equations
are rlilher slrilightfol'wiir(I. A t)t)lilitlii.l'3--lli3-l,l'-
type atline trliliSt'orililitiOll will |)e performed oil
(he goveriiilig' e(luiltions (l S) l[lrough (21) lit)l[ Oll
their 1)oun(hir 3" ('Ollditions. '|'he siniullaneolls
ordinary (lifferenliid (,q ulilions tilus obl ained will
then lie ._olved nuinerieldlv l) 3- t|ie use o1" it digii_ll
('Ollil)uler. Though lhe prin('itiles involved are
rliiher siinph,, the aelulil sohilion of lhe equations
is (luite (.oini)li(.ate(]. The equations ltl'e strongly
non|inelir and ('outiled. Xloreover, the shock-
wave delll('iinieiit (listanee at whi('h one s('l of the
E(o"):"T+.,,,,,+(";-:,%.
•, O<_g_:' j --'--
_]llel/rv
1
,, r(:" +'->:-'=,,
rL p.,#,,,: _j '
1)iffl sion
l'r Lt.p,._,,./(,,l'_t_2j.(,, - 1 L W
.,..I
(45)
The i'ea('tion rale lt'/p is given 1)y e(lualion (39).
Tile equation of stale (22) liil(t the express)eli of
ent]llll) } - given |)y equation (33) conslitule lwo
addiional e(lUalions. The |)Ollilditl'.V ('on(lilions
(23) t lil'Ollgit (28) beeOllle: Ill r/--()
.f=j' =0 (4(0
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9 1 ,'_ /?
.(:2 r r:, aJ,o
;z=H,,- (4r>
ii,_ ° 2
2
<"--0 (4s)
,)-81  tillj-. (-to)
1
/' = r: (50)
_,2
II--1 (51)
,"=0 (32)
'Phus lherc are live equations, equaii{ms (43)
lhP{)ugh (45)and equations (22)a,u[ (33), and five
dependenl vaPialdes.L p, T, (', and H. We nor-
mally need seven 1)oumlnPy cou(litions for (he
l)r{,s{,nt equations (48) Iht'ough (45). Th{,l'e hi'(,,
however, eight })oun(lnry conditions in Ell{, present,
analysis. The extra 1)oul](laPv conditiott is needed
bc('ause (he qua))tity )r, is all addition unknowll.
Now w(' see )hal tho e(lualions (43) lhrough (52)
and the e{luaiions (9o)__and (3:}) (oge(her constiluie
II consisl ),hi sysl (,m for a l)Ol)i)(lary wilt)(, i))'ob](,)n.
The solution of the (ransRwmed equations will be
obtained humor')('all 3" with Ihe use of a (li_zilnI
compul er.
..'ks wus mentioned iu lit(" Introduction, (h(;
numecical DIt('gPII(iOll O1' {h(: c{fuations t'equices
consi(leral)h' {'are because (>f the splii 1)oun(tary
condiiions and, most of all, (he nonequilibriunl
chemical (,fie('(. In ov(h'r not (o ('omplicai(, fut'(l)eP
the numerh'al WOl'k, ]tot'(, it is assumed that
pg
-- 1 (aa)
for the entire siagnaliou-point shock hlver. As-
sumpti<)tl (58) should n<)( itaro{lu('(, any ui.lue
error into the heat-tra,lsfeP resuhs since it is the
valu(, {>f pg in (he order of that near lhc shock
which controls the ]l(q|l ll'atlsfeP is(,(! )'{'.f. 15).
The ([{,gPee ot' at)t)roxinmtion involved in lhe
])r(,s(inl ,:lltalysis (llle to ilsslttnplioli (;_:'_) will
lwol}al)ly be of the same order as that involved in
lhe hypel'Sc)nic I}oundary-layet' vcoPk of refet'ence
21 wilh the simibtP assumption. The amdysis of
P(,fePence 2t has l)(,(,i_ shown (o l)e satisfnclory
for (,ng'ineering purl}oses in COml)arisot_ with (lle
exact l)oun(lary-lay(,r solu(ion of Pefei'ence 7.
The propel'ties of free-s(ream nit used in the
nulnePical a)mlvsis ape (>l)(nined from r(,fcren('{, 22.
The l)ran{Iil )mmher i_ assure(,{) to )){, 0.72 in (he
present sohltion.
T}le }){',it transfer is o})(ai))ed h'om the sohltM)i
(>f the c{Imliio)Is as
1 .... _u
qs_=2'"'* i'r _ p.,.m "_/1_ D,. ill,,,' (;54)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figui'('s 2, 3, nn(I 4 show three of the typical
s<)htii())is <)f the <'onsePvatiou equlltions. All (liv
[igt,t'es are fop a llight, spee([ of 26,000 ft/s{,{', n
nose radius of 1 fool, ,rid a non('alalyli(' wall
lPlllp(Wil|tlt'(' of ],_0() K.
As wns showll in refePen('e 3, the vortici( v illt('r-
a('tioil which n('('ompnnies the thickening of lit{'
I)oult(hwy layeP hegins lo hnve it first-ord(,r eff('('l
on lhe sl,:in fri('liotl and heal iransfei" at the
]{)tu</s{'l, )lt)ml){'v i'nng{: ('ovr('sponding 1o the
l)resent [light at 250,000 feet altitude. The
v(,h)('itv ati(l the enlhnlpy profiles given in figure
:) show lh(, ibi('k(,tw(] l>ol)))(laPy layer. Figm'(' 4
shows that the entire shock hlyei' I){,('onles (iuite
viscous nt a flight al(itu(le of 2S0,0(}0 feel. The
eniha]i)y pi'ofih, shows that II:le elfe{'t of (he coo)e()
wall is fell I)v nlos( of [}le shc)ck ]uyei' n( (his flight
conditiotl.
The chemical stale of the shock hBcr cnn 1)e
SOt'It fl'Olll lit(" [,{,'lllp("l'H[l|l'{' and [he {ItOlll lil,),s%-
fra<'(i<))l profiles <)f figures 2, q, a.(l 4. In the
convcnlional boundnry-layer analysis, ii has beeu
assumed thai the air is (tisso{'ialed to its a{lial)aii('
(,quilil}rium slate ,it the edge of ihe ]}<)unda]'v
htyer. The broken lines in tiguPes 2, 3, nnd 4
show I h{" ( (q/lpt't',illtt'('s alllI (hi' Ill Olii ltlnss fi'n(:( ion,';
which wouhl t)e llll,iine(I if lit(' nil' w(q'{' Io t'('a{'}l
e(litilil)rittnl l)efoi'e the cooling ,'fl'p('l of the wall is
felt. A sit)(13- of th(, (('nli)ci'n(lli'O _l))<l the nlont
]liliSS fl'ill'lion t)r(')fih's in |he |iglii of lh(' a(linlinli('
equilit}i'iuni vnht(,s of Icnll)ei',ltui'e lin(l lll,tSP,
l'rnction siiows l]ilil lhe (,nlh'l, s]io('k ]liy('l" is ('()n-
shh'rnl)iy oltl of equilit)riunl llh'eil(|y Ill lui ,/llilu(h,
(ff 23(i,000 f{'(,l. As will he _(.(,n htl('r iit [il£ut'{' 8,
tit{' noneilttilil)l'iutn ('h('nii('Itl l'('itolion in the sh(>ck
lny(,r ,il )in allilil(l{, of a})(nt{ 730,000 f('('l ('aliSOs
8 th's(-oI'{]cl' (h,vi,tiioti in lh{; ]t('til (t'ilitsir(T fl'oln
lhltl cltlculni{'(t wii]t ih(' ('onv(,nlion,tl ns._linll)lion
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Fml:ttF 2.--Typical solmions of conx*'rvalion equations
for u_ =26,000 foet per second, L: 1 foot; 7', = 1,500 °
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FIGURE 4.--Concluded.
of equilibrium bouildary-layer-e(tge conditions.
It shouht be remembered that the vorticity inter-
action also b(,gins to have a first-order effe('t on
heat transfer at the sinlilar flight (,ondition (about
250,000 ft). At: the altitude of 280,000 feet (fig.
4), it is seen that most of the sho('k layer is nearly
frozon.
Figure 5 shows the efr(,cl of the chemical rea('t ion
on stagnation point heat transfer as a function of
the flight altitude. The ordinate (q/qE)sL is
ot)tained, in the present analysis, |)y the approxi-
mate relationship,
q_/sL h,--h,,, _:
The use of the above eqmdion is justitied here |)y
the following argument. Our experiene(' with
tht, chemically reacting boundary layers and the
comparison of th(' analyses of inconq)ressibh' and
('ompressibh' vis('ous sho('k layers found in
references 1 and 3, r('Sl)e('live]5, show that lh('
heat-transfer results are not greatly affected l)> the
(lotaih'(1 variation of the fluid properti(,s through
the flow tMd. The main ef|'(,ct, therefore, of the
(.hemi('al react ion on heat lransfm' l o a non('at_dyt ic
wMl app('a rs i h rough I he d riving pot (,nt ial (1,_-- ],,_).
Figure 5 ('onlains results for u_ 26,()00 h/so('
and a r(,mdl for u_-=;_(),0()0 ft/s(,('. I_et us first
('onsi(h'r the results for _/_--26,000 ft/s('('. The
solidi line shows ihe h(,al-transfm" ratio (q,/q_:)sL for
1.2
L0
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_W.6
b
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.2
o
120
Tw-I00 - °
xL \I h;sf, L:-,,/
i \ "-i\ .r,=looo ° K "-,._ ,
I_'x.._2 _" _o_
-- Tw=1500° K /=lft --_,---
--- Tw=1500° K L=Sft--
AfTw=I500 ° K L =lft
1Uo_=,30,O00 ft/sec
150 180 210 240 270 500XlO 3
Altitude, ft
FIGURE &---Effect of chemical reaction on heat transfer to
noncatalytic wall; u==26,000 h/see unless otherwise
specified.
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the nose radius of 1 foot and tile wall temperature
of 1500 ° K. It is fu'st seen from the solid line that
tile shock-layer dissociative ehenfieal reaction
reduces Ill(, heat transfer by the maximum relative
amount when the flight altitude is about 210,000
feet. At this altitude, the air dissociates essentially
to its e(luilibrium state at the edge of the boundary
layer. The boundaD--layer reaction, which is a
recombination process, on the other han(I, is al-
most completely froz(m at this flight condition as
was seen in reference 9. The shock layer disso-
eiatiw, relaxation and the near frozen boundary-
layer re('oml)ination process togelher redu('e the
heal transfer I)y the maximunl retalive amount at
lhe altitu(te of 210,000 feet. The heat-transfer
ratio increases as the altitude deviates in either
direction front the optimum height of 210,000
feet. The heal-lrallsfer ratio in('reases at the
lower altitudes as the i'econlbination process in-
('reases in the boundary layer. At the higher
altitudes, on the other hand, the heat-transfer
ratio (q/%')._L is increased as a smaller portion of
the total energy becomes associated with the
chemical energy of disso('ialion. This is because
tile degree of dissociation in th(' shock layer be-
comes smaller as the disso('iative rehlxation time
in(,reases with altitude. The relaxation time
in('reases as the pressure is decreased and also as
th(, cooling etre('t of the wall is fell by a grealer
portion of the shock layer at the im'rease(l Knudsen
ll/lnlber (sec tig. 4). It ('an be said from the pre-
('eding <lis<'ussion that the dissociative relaxation
in the shock layer is the controlling ehenfi('al re-
action for heat transfm' at the altitudes above
about 210,000 feet, whereas it is the boun(lary-
layer ve('omt)innlion whi('h controls tile heat trans-
fer _lt the lower altitudes. The broken line in
tigure 5 is for the same eomlitions as the solid line
except that the body nose radius is 5 feet. It is
seen that the in('reased nose radius displaces the
(q/q_:)sL ('m've loa higher altitude. The displace-
ment is greater in t]w dissociation-eontrolle(l
region t tmn in t he recombination-controlled region
of h)wer altitu(les. This means that tile variation
of the nose radius inltuences the sho('k-layer
reaction more than it does the boun(htry-layer
reaction. The main reason for this lies in the fact
that the sho('k-layer thickness is approximately
proportional to the nose radius, whereas the
I)oundary-layer thickness is prol)ortional to the
square root of the radius. It is seen that the air
practically dissociates to the equilibriom state at
the edge of the boundary layer at the approximate
altitude of 240,000 feet when the nose radius is
5 feet.
Th( effects of the wall temperature on the heat-
transf,r ratio (q/q_)sL are shown in figure 5 by the
filled symbols. At the altitude of 250,000 feet
and for the nose radius of 1 foot, it is seen that the
wall temperature has little effect on the dissocia-
tive process in the shock layer. It is because the
domain of influence of the wall temperature is
still n, thcr confined to the regions near the wall
as seeu by the enthalpy profile of figure 3. As
the al_itu(te and therefore the Knudscn numt)er
is incr_ase(l, however, it is expected that the effect
of the wall temperature will 1)e felt by a greater
portion of the shocl_ layer (fig. 4) and, therefore,
the effect of the wall temperature on the chemical
reaction will become greater. The wall tempera-
ture is seen to have a eonsideral)le effect on the
heat t 'ansfer through its effect on the boun(tary-
layer xeeombination process at the lower altitudes.
The b.)undary-layer reaction is influence(1 by the
wall t(mperature sut)stantially and this point was
brougt t out in reference 9.
A shock-layer solution for u_ =30,000 ft/sec is
shown in tigure 5 for a nose radius of 1 foot,, wall
temperature of 1500 ° K, and altitude of 250,000
feet. [t is seen that the relative etrect of the
chemi(al reaction on heat transfer is not too
sensiti.'e to tile speed in the present llighl regime.
Before leaving figure 5, it may 1)e important to
not, e t,t at the chemical reaction of disso(qation and
recomt,ination in the stagnation-point shock layer
ceases to be a prot)lem at)eve altitudes of about
300,00ql feet.
We my(,, so far, mainly discussed the elreet of
the ch, mical react,ion on heat transfer. We have
seen tltat the thickening of the boundai T layer
whMt accompanies the rarefaction of air has a
large e t'eet on the shock-layer chemical reaction.
Beside, its effect on the chemical reaction, the
thiekei ing of the boundary layer increases the
heat tlansfer (tirectly. In figure 6, we shall see
the sinnltaneous effect of the chemical reaction
and th, air rarefaction on the heat transfer. The
curve of (q/q_)sL versus altitude showing the
chemic d reaction effects alone is transferred from
figure 5 as the dashed line curve on figure 6. This
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ratio (q/qs')s_ shows only the cheniieal reaction
effects I)ecause raret'action (,fleets occur in both
the numerator 'm(t denominalor. When the
heating rate q_L is normalized I)y the ]leating rate,
q,L,_:, obtained front ('_onvelltional equilibriuin
boundary-layer theory, the ralio %L/q,L,_: will show
the contbined nonequilibriullt cheniieal and rare-
faclion effects since conventional equilibrium
bounday-la3er theory collsi(lers neither phenon>
enon. This ratio is shown in tigure 6 for two nose
radii. The al)seissa is again the flight allitude.
From the present heat-transfer relationshi t) (eq.
(54)), 'uld (]lat given in reference 7, it is el)lathed
that
qsL _1.756 II.," (56)
q,L,_ _o 1--tI.,,_:
The streamwise velocity gradient at the edge of
the boun(tary layer,/30, is obtained from the equa-
tion given t)y reference 23, as
fie= ","_(2- _)
where the density ratio ¢ is here cah:ulated by
assuming that the air is in equilibrium immediate-
IN behind the shock.
At the lower altitudes, the chtssieal boundary-
layer theory is essentially wdid and, therefore,
the heat-transfer ratio q._Uq.L,_ is the same as the
ratio (q/qE)sL. At. the higher altitudes, figure 6
shows that the heat-transfer ratio qsL/q,L.E be-
comes higher than the ratio (q/qE).SL as the result
of the direct effect- of the air ntrefaction (vortieity
interaction) on heat transfer. On the solid curve
corresponding to the 1-foot nose radius we note
that at about 270,000 feet, the heat transfer is the
same as that, which would be calcuhtted froni con-
ventional equilibrium boundary-layer theory.
The reason is that the non-equilibriuni chemical
and air rarefaction effects which cause [he ]mat
transfer to deviate (in opposite directions) from
the equilibrium boundary-layer wdue are just in
balance and eounleract one another at that point.
At the altitudes I)elow 270,000 feet, it is seen lhat
the effect of the ehenlieal reaction dominates over
the direct effect of ilia air rarefaction, whereas the
reverse is true at the higher altitudes. A similar
trend occurs when the nose radius is 5 feet but at,
higher altitu(h,s as shown in the figure.
Finally, let us consi(h,r the sinulltaneous effect
of the chemical reaction and I he air rarefael ion on
the sho(:lc-layer lhickness. The solid line anti lhe
filled points in figure 7 show the resulls of the
i)resent analysis. Figure 7 also contains the
shock-layer thicknesses e_d('.ulale(l by other in-
vest igalors for different condilions, which a,'e
shown here for lhe ])url)ose of comparison. The
shock-layer thicknesses hased on the convent ion_ll
invisci(l flow theory are shown for _--().11 and for
base(l on the _issuml)tion of an e(luilibriunl gas
behind the shock. These values are obtaine(l
from reference 23. The shock-layer thickness cal-
culated in refl,renee 3 f.or the viscous eonipressible
hut cheniically inert gas is also shown in the figure.
It, is seen from the results of reference 3 that lhe
shock hlyer beconles lhinner us the air beconies
rarefied and the effect of the cooled wall is felt Ily
the grealer porlion of the sliock layer. The result.
.09 I| I I c£,co,,y i0e,,icom0,e.,b,.
•OSF"=O-ll(ref-251_viscous shock Ioyer (ref. s)--
i-----r -- /_ ,-,' ...... -0,1 _ :0,05
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of Ill(, present analysis, on the other hand, shows
tirol, the shock-layer thickness increases as the
air I)eeomes raretied. The exphmation of this
t)hem)menon is as follows. As the air is being
rarefied, the shock-layer thickness is affected iu
two opposite ways. First, the cooling effect of the
wall is felt, by the greater portion of the shock
layec and tit(, shock layer tends to become (himwv.
With the rarefaction, howevel', (he disso(-iat.ive
chemi('al reaction rate becomes slower and the
degree of dissociation becomes smaller. The
sho(_k-htyev thickness therefore lends to inereas(,
wilh the rarefaction of air. The over-all effect of
the adr vm'efa(,tion is that the chemical effect
domimttes over the <'ooled wall effect and tile
shock laver b(,(.om(,s thicker as the Reynolds mml-
l)er is (le('veased in the present flight regi,ue.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The no,w(luilil)rittm ('hemi('al rea(.tiou of dis-
so('iation and re('oml)imllion is siu(lied lh(,oreti-
('alt.v for nit iu the viscous sho('k laser at the
stugnatiou region of axissr,tmetrie I)o(lies. The
tlight regime ('onsidered is for Sl)(,ods m,ar satellite
speed aud for altitudes between 200,000 and
;_00,000 feet.
As _dtitu(le is in(weased from 200,000 1o :_00,000
feet, the tlow in tit(, sho('k laver vnries from one
whi('h supports n well-defitwd l)otm(lary layer to
oue <'hara('t(,rized l)y +t thi<'k vis('ous layer. The
(+hemi('nl roa(.tion l'al|e, ttt the sam(, time, vatries
ft'om near (,quilil)rium to ('omph,t(qy frozetl.
The t,)ue(ltfilibviutn (']|etui('al re+wli()tl is found
to produ('e a sigtdfi('ant re(hwtiou in the heal
transfer to uot|('atalytie walls at ('ertaitl altitudes.
For a wall totul)eratttre of 1500 ° K and nose
radius of 1 foot the significant altitude lies
b¢,lweeu about 150,000 and 270,000 feet. The
maximum reduction ill heat transfer' oe('urs at
about 210,000 feet altitude and tim heat transfer
is then about o_xe-third of the equilibrium value.
I t is shown that the controlling ehemi(.al reaction
for heat transfer at higher altitudes is the dis-
soeiative s|mek-htyer reaction, whereas at lower
nltitu(tes it is tim boundary-layer re('ombination
pFo('ess.
Th, stir at the t)otmdary-layer edge is fou,ld to
l)e it ,_ state of chemical equilil)rit,m below
altitules between 210,000 and 240,000 feet for
uose "adii from 1 to 5 feet. Most of the shock
layer, however, is fouml 1o be substantially out of
equili:)riunt throughout the flight regime ('on-
si(lercd. It can be s,ti(t from this that the radia-
tion ('haI'acteristi('s from the sho('k lnvet" may t)e
<'onsi(lerat)ly (lifferetlt from that eah'ulate<t with
tit(, assumption of an equilibrium shock layer.
Also, the gas which surrotmds a vehicle and the
gas _t the wake and trail of (he vehi('le i)robat)13 +
contain substantially less atmounts of disso,,iated
ratlit',Js thau they would if the stagtmtion sho('l¢
laver _ve,'e itt equilibritml.
Th,, relative effe(!t of chemi('al re,tetiotl on heal
tvatlsfer is found 1o I)e r)llhet' insensitiv(, lo tlight
speed.
Nose ra(lius is seen to nffe('( the (lisso('ia(ive
('hemieM reaction iu the shock htyer more than
i( (lo(,s the r(,t'ombitutliotl pro('ess in the bou)|(lary
b,yer. The wall teml)erattu'e , on the other haml,
iuflue:lc(,s the l)oun(hws-lay(,t' rea<'liot| at lower
)tllitu h,s most sigtdfi<'_tully, and the slm('k-layer
(lisa()( intive reaction at extv(,tuely high altitudes
luo(h, 'al(,l S. A( it|tet'me(liate a]ti(u(h,s, however,
(he eI!'e('t of wall te)))i)(,ra(ur(, on ('])et),i(.al rat'(ion
is negligible.
As If,(, altitude is in<'re)tse(l, rarefa('(io), of the
air is '()tm(l to produ('e two opposite ell'e(gs ou (h(,
sho('l_.-latser thicl,:twss. First, the efl'e<'t of the
('ool(,( w)tll is felt I)N a greater portion of the sho('l,:
htyer m(l the shock layec ten(Is (o l)e('ome (hitmer.
Th(, )arefa('tion, ,it the same time, freezes tlt(,
(lisso('ialive ('hemi(',d rea('tiotl whi('h tends to
in('rea|se tit(, thickness. The overall effect of (he
air r)r(,fn('tion on the sho(,k-hlyer (hi('kness is
that t w ('hemi('al effect dominates over the ('ooled
wall eq'e('t and the sho<'k lay(,r l)(,('omes thicker as
the ai' is r_tr(,fie(t. Finally, the <'heroical reaction
kineti's a( the temperatures above about 7000 ° K
,ire n)t well known at the present time. The
presel t results, therefore, shouht 1)e ('onsi(lered
with (his fa('t in mind.
AMES _ _,l_:Sl,;At¢C[[ CEN'VER
NAT ONAL AERONAUTICS AND _PACE ADMIN]STR.&TION
_I )FFETT FtELD, CAHF., May 8, 1961
APPENDIX A
ITERATION PROCEDURE AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
Some of the basic principles programmed into
the digital computer to solve equations (43), (44),
and (45) are discussed ill this appendix.
A conventional, straightforward iteration tech-
nique is used to integrate the monmntunt and
tile energy equations. The solution of the
momentum equation begins with the guessing of
a function p(n). The two known boundary
conditions (eq. (46)) are then applied, and a third
boundary condition.f" (0) is guessed at. the wall.
The forward integration then begins and con-
tinues until one of tile two boundary eonditions,
say equation (49), is satisfied. At this point, the
other boundary condition (50) is checked to see
if it is also satisfied. If the boundary condition
(50) is not satisfied, then another value of J" (0)
is guessed and the equation is again integrated.
The iteration thus continues on the boundary
condition (50), with the aid off" (0), until all the
boundary conditions are satisfied. The solution
of the momentum equation gives n, as well as
f(n) and its derivatives. The method of solution
of the energy equation is quite similar. For a
given wall temperature, (7,_ is guessed and this
yields the boundary condition Its, with the aid
of equation (47). Another boundary condition
H' (0) is guessed at the wall arid the forward
integration begins. The integration continues
to n, at whict_ point a cheek is made to see if the
boundary condition (51) is satisfied. If not., a
new guess is made on H' (0) and the integration
is repeated. The iteration is eontimmd until
a.ll the boundary conditions are satisfied.
The diffusion equation (45) is not amenable to
such straightforward iteration procedure. There
are essentially two categories of difficulties one
must face in order to solve the equation suc-
cessfully.
The first category of difficulty arises with the
increasing magnitude of the reaction rate term
(L/u_) (|V/p). As the magnitude of the chemical
reaction term (L/u_) (W/p) is increased, the
equation fails to converge unless almost exactly
the correct value of (_ has been guessed and
H(n) has been obtained. For most of tim reason-
able values guessed, not only does the equation
fail to converge but it diverges even before the
integration can reach n,. To circumvent this
di[fieulty, the following procedure was used in
the present analysis. The equation to be solved is
1 ("'q-2j(_7' ( L )(IV x} ,45)
_;7 :u7 _o,"
with the t)oundary conditions
(/'(0)=0 (4s)
(7(n,) = o (5_)
The main trouble here is caused by the nonlinear
effect of tile term (L/u,)(W/p). Tile energy and
tile diffusion equalions are iterated together in the
present endeavor. With/(n) known front the so-
lution of equation (4.3), diffusion equation (45) is
linear for each iterative step if (W/p) is calculated
from tlm wdues of T and (' obtained fi'om the pre-
ceding iteration of the energy and diffusion equa-
tions. Therefore, for the 'nth iteration step and
for a given .f(n) we shall linearize the diffusion
equation as
1- L (W'_ I' (A1)
1
Pr('""+2f('"'----,_2_t,_ .pc ,
with the boundary conditions
(J.,'(o)=0 ('.(,r,)=o (A2)
The symbol F represents a positive number be-
tween 0 and 1, and is put in here to further insure
the convergence. During the iteration for a par-
tieular _, if the diffusion eqm_tion diverges before
n reaches n_, the computer is programmed to reduce
the effect of ItTp by reducing r until the integra-
tion can be aeeomplished satisfactorily. The re-
sults for the reduced P are then used to calculate
a new II7o, and the diffusion equation is rein-
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tegrate(I for a new I' whi('h is greater than the
pre('eding one by a eertain suitable aniount. Tile
solution of equation (A1) for the particular n is
I)uilt up, in this nianner, until F be('omes unity.
When F beeonies unity, the siniullaneous iteration
of the energy and the diffusion equations restimes.
The iteration of the two equations continues until
they converge. The fun('tion 0(71) is then ret'al-
culated and the momentum equation is solve(t with
the new p(n). The final solution of the 1)roblem
is obtained when all three equations converge
simultaneously.
The second category of difficulty arises during
the course of the iterations explained above. The
(lifiieulty is associated with the additional iteration
required to satisfy the split t)oundary ('onditions
(A2) of the diffusion equation. To circuntvent
this difficulty, we express the sohition of equation
(A1) by
C,(,)=B,C_.,_(,)+Cv.,(,) (A3)
The above expression is permissible because
equation (A1) is linear. The symbol C_.,(_)
represents the coniplemenlavy function, whereas
(',.,(il) represents the particular solution. The
function C ..... therefore, is a solution of the
homogeneous equation
1
1-5-"C<.," + 2fC,,' = 0 (A4)
whereas ('p., is a solution of the nonhomogeneous
equal ion
I (, , I L (iv]
--- =-- -- r
15' _...... "'" _"" _2 'u_ \ p I.-1
We (,btain sohltions C_,= and Cp., to satisfy the
follo_,'ing botlndary conditions, respectively, all
at 71--0,
('<., (0)= 1
('<,,,' (0)=0) (A6)
We a!so let
(A7)
(' ('") (AS)B. (,_'" (,,)
-c, ri
Now it is seen that (A3) is the complete solution
of equation (A1) which satisfies the boundary
conditions (A2). Let us now examine equations
(A4) and (A5). An exaniination of equation (214)
in t ht light of the boundary conditions (A6) shows
that the unique solution of the homogeneous
equat on is C_.,(_I)= 1. The complete solution for
the n.th iterated equation (A1) can therefore lie
writtc n as
(_(O------C,,,(_,)+Cp.,(_) (A9)
The i itegration which Inust be performed for the
diffusion equation with a digital ('OlllpllleF is lie!iv
reduel.d to the integration of equal]on tAD) with
the bMlndary conditions (A7). The bOllll(lilry
eondillons (A7) are l)oth given art. 17=0 and, there-
fore, io ileralion is involved in the so/ulion of
equation (A5).
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